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Abstract

We argue that the evident utility of scenario-based mod-
eling can be greatly enhanced when enriched with a math-
ematically precise notion ofconditionality and partiality,
such as that found inTriggered Message Sequence Charts
(TMSCs). Unlike traditional Message Sequence Charts, the
TMSC formalism allows scenarios to be conditional and
partial, supportslogicalas well as behavioral operators for
scenario composition, and is equipped with arefinement
notion drawn from traditional process theory that provides
a rigorous basis for stepwise development of specifications.
This paper illustrates these points via the Center TRACON
Automation System for flight control.

1 Introduction

Message Sequence Charts [2, 15] have gained wide ac-
ceptance as a visual, scenario-based specification language
for distributed software systems. A single MSC depicts one
possible exchange of messages a set of processes may en-
gage in as the execute. Various behavioral constructs (e.g.
parallel, sequential and alternative composition of MSCs
[15]) have been proposed to assemble complex MSC-based
specifications out of sub-specifications.

The formal MSC semantics is based on a process-
algebraic approach that has been described in [15]. This
semantics renders MSC-based specifications asdetermin-
istic andcomplete: MSC specifications are in essence in-
terpreted as deterministic finite-state machines whose lan-
guages are the “execution runs” of th specification, and im-
plementations of such specifications are required to to ex-
hibit exactly the same execution sequences as the specifica-
tion. However, MSCs are heavily used in capturing require-
ments in the initial stages of system development, when
many design-related issues typically remain unresolved and
not all eventual implementation scenarios may be known.
Hence, although the sound mathematical underpinning of

the semantics in [15] has appeal, we contend that it is overly
rigid: on the one hand, requirements thatconstrainrather
than justprescribeimplementation behavior cannot be ex-
pressed; on the other, it imposes substantial burdens on the
requirements elicitation process, since all eventual behav-
iors must be included in an initial specification. Moreover,
the standard MSC semantics does not support refinement-
based reasoning and thus lacks a framework within which
specifications may be built via a sequence of steps, with a
refinement relation providing the rigorous basis for assess-
ing whether or not a more detailed specification is indeed
faithful to the specification it is intended to elaborate on.

In this paper, we argue that these points are addressed by
the Triggered Message Sequence Chart (TMSC) formalism
[16]. In the following sections, we put forward the position
that TMSCs represent an intuitive, flexible and yet, at the
same time, fully formal and hence mechanically analyzable
framework for scenario-based specifications.

2 TMSCs

The TMSC visual syntax enriches that of MSCs with ca-
pabilities to expressconditionalandpartial behavior. An
example TMSC is shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1. An Example TMSC



Conditional Scenarios. TMSCs allow the partition of the
sequence of atomic actions (message sends and receives,
and local actions) for each parallel process (called anin-
stance) in a scenario into two subsequences: atrigger and
an action. This partition is effected by a dashed horizon-
tal line running through the instances of a TMSC as shown
in Fig 1. A TMSC scenario stipulates that in any system
execution, if an instance performs the sequence of events
constituting itstrigger, then the subsequent behavior of the
instance must include the sequence of events which con-
stitute itsaction; otherwise there are no constraints on the
behavior of the instance. The performance of the action is
thusconditionalon the occurrence of the trigger, and rep-
resents aconstraintthat the instance needs to satisfy in the
scenario depicted by the TMSC.

In designing the visual syntax of TMSCs we were con-
fronted with representing causality, on the one hand (trig-
gers “cause” actions), and the passage of time on the other
(the events within the instances of a TMSC occur in “top-
to-bottom” order). These notions are orthogonal, and in
particular an event (say, a send) occurring in the action of
one instance (below the dashed line) may lead to an event
(the corresponding receive) occurring in the trigger of an-
other instance (above the dashed line). This leads “upward”
arrows such as the one labeledd in Fig. 1. The presence
of these upward arrows should not be misconstrued as rep-
resenting “time flowing backward”: they are merely used
to record action-trigger dependencies between different in-
stances. The events in individual instances still occur in the
usual top-to-bottom order as represented in the syntax.

Partial Scenarios. TMSCs have the ability to express
whether a scenario is complete, or whether it ispartial and
thusextensible. This is achieved by the presence/absence of
a small bar at the foot of each instance in a TMSC. The pres-
ence of a bar (as in instanceI1 in Fig 1) indicates that the
instance cannot proceed beyond this point in this scenario,
while the absence (as in instanceI2) means that the behav-
ior of this instance beyond the TMSC is left unspecified, i.e.
there are no constraints on its subsequent behavior.

Following the above informal description of a TMSC,
Fig. 1 may be read as follows:

If I1 sendsa to I2, then it should receiveb from
I2 and terminate; ifI2 receivesa from I1 andc
from I3, then it should sendb to I1 andd to I3,
and its subsequent behavior is left unspecified; if
I3 sendsc to I2 and receivesd from I2, then it
should perform the local-actionla and terminate.

The trigger/action requirements are thus localized to
each instance. Also, the trigger (action) of one instance
may depend on the action (trigger) of another instance in
a TMSC, which results in messages crossing the horizontal

line as shown in Fig. 1. Thus a trigger in a TMSC need not
be a “consistent cut” in the sense of [6].

The flexibility of TMSCs lies in their provision of a uni-
form framework for expressing different types of scenarios:
not only may conditional and partial scenarios as described
above be captures, but also traditional (deterministic and
complete) MSC-based scenarios simply by placing the trig-
ger line at the very top of a TMSC (above all events), and
placing a bar at the foot of each instance in the TMSC: an
empty trigger would mean that each instance immediately
needs to satisfy its action, while the bar would signify the
termination of the instance as soon as it completes its ac-
tion. Because triggers/actions are localized, TMSCs offer
an even more fine-grained specification capability, whereby
the behavior of one instance may be deterministic/complete,
while that of another may be conditional/partial in the same
TMSC.

Structured Specifications. For small systems, it suffices
to have an unstructured set of scenarios to specify their
behavior. However, for large and complex systems, such
an approach would quickly become unmanageable. In
our framework, single TMSCs serve as the basic build-
ing blocks for more complex scenario-based specifications.
Specifically, we have proposed an algebra of operators to fa-
cilitate a structured approach to specification development.
The resulting terms, calledTMSC expressions, have the fol-
lowing syntax:

S ::= M (single TMSC)
| X (variable)
| S ‖ S (parallel composition)
| S ∓ S (delayed choice)
| S;S (sequential composition)
| recX.S (recursive operator)
| S ⊕ S (internal choice)
| S ∧ S (logical and)

The TMSC language offers a selection ofbehavioraland
logical operators, as opposed to the purely behavioral con-
structs available for structuring MSCs. Thus‖, ∓, ; and
rec are behavioral,∧ is logical, and⊕ falls in both cate-
gories.S1 ‖ S2 denotes the parallel composition ofS1 and
S2 (the semantics of which, as described in [16], differs sig-
nificantly from the standard semantics in [15]) whileS1;S2

represents theasynchronous concatenation[5, 15] of the
two expressions. We have two choice operators: (i)S1∓S2,
which represents the “deterministic choice” betweenS1 and
S2: a correct refinement must be able to behave like bothS1

andS2 until their behaviors differ, at which point a choice
is allowed; and (ii)S1 ⊕ S2, which is the non-deterministic
choice betweenS1 and S2: a successful refinement may
choose to refine either. In this latter respect,⊕ has overtones
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of logical disjunction.S1 ∧ S2 represents the logical con-
junction ofS1 andS2. S1 andS2 may specify two different
constraints on a system’s behavior, and we writeS1 ∧ S2

to specify a system that has to satisfy both the constraints.
Finally, the recursive operatorrecallows us to model recur-
ring behavior of processes in which a new execution “cycle”
starts whenever there is a reference to the variable used in
the recursive definition.

Semantics. Undoubtedly, the greatest appeal of scenarios
lies in their simplicity and intuitive semantics. Accordingly,
there may be a temptation to avoid defining a formal se-
mantics, lest it obscure the clarity of scenarios with mathe-
matical detail. However, we feel that a formal semantics is
necessary to fully exploit the potential of scenarios and inte-
grate them with mainstream software development. For ex-
ample, tool support for analyzing scenarios has great value
with the increasing complexity of real-world systems, and
such tools should ideally have a firm, platform-independent
semantic footing. Secondly, as groups of scenarios are com-
posed in different ways to specify a system in a structured
manner, it is important to ensure that the same specification
does not mean different things to different people. More-
over, a formal semantics also serves as a common platform
for comparing scenarios with specifications given in other
notations. For these reasons, we argue in favor of having a
formal semantics for scenario-based languages, and broadly
support the approach of [12, 13, 15] and others who advo-
cate the same.

We base the formal semantics of the TMSC language on
acceptance trees[11], which provide a simple yet powerful
behavioral model for non-deterministic systems. Accep-
tance trees retain the operational appeal of labeled transi-
tion systems (state machines) while efficiently representing
the non-determinism inherent in a system by annotating the
nodes in the tree withacceptance sets. There are primarily
two reasons why we chose the acceptance tree framework
for TMSCs. Firstly, as long as the trigger of an instance in a
conditional scenario is not satisfied, or after an instance has
completed its action in a partial scenario, there are no con-
straints on its behavior. Semantically, we interpret this be-
havior as being completely non-deterministic, and can thus
use acceptance trees to formally represent such scenarios.
The semantics of TMSC expressions may then be defined
by appropriate constructions over the acceptance trees of its
sub-expressions. Secondly, as a byproduct of this approach,
we immediately obtain a refinement ordering in terms of
themust preorder, which relates acceptance trees based on
their non-determinism. Specifically, TMSC expressionS2

refines TMSC expressionS1, written asS1 vmust S2, if
S2 in effect includes a subset of the non-deterministic be-
haviors ofS1. An advantage of having this generic refine-
ment notion is that it can beapplied uniformlyto differ-

ent types of scenarios: it ensures that prescriptive behaviors
expressed by deterministic scenarios are indeed performed,
complete scenarios are not extended, constraints expressed
by conditional scenarios are correctly adhered to, and un-
specified behavior in partial specifications is properly “filled
in”. Another useful feature of the TMSC semantics is that it
is compositional: a TMSC expression may be refined by re-
fining its sub-expressions. Acceptance trees thus provide us
with a formal yet flexible semantic framework which com-
plements the flexible visual syntax of TMSCs.

Tool support. We have designed a tool named TRIM that
analyses system requirements expressed in the TMSC lan-
guage. TRIM is built on top of the Concurrency Workbench
for the New Century (CWB-NC) [7, 8, 14], an easy-to-
retarget verification tool for finite-state systems. The CWB-
NC has efficient routines for computing a number of be-
havioral equivalences and preorders between systems, in-
cluding the must-preorder. Moreover, the modular design
of CWB-NC makes its analysis routines independent of the
specific input language the tool accepts. For these reasons,
a natural approach to TRIM was to develop a TMSC front-
end for CWB-NC.

The front-end for the TMSC language consists of a de-
scription of the syntax of the language, and a routine for
computing the single-step transitions of TMSC expressions.
The latter was derived from a set of Plotkin-style SOS rules
[10] that we designed to express the operational semantics
of TMSCs. The operational semantics is an approximation
of the formal denotational TMSC semantics in [16], in the
sense that we had to bound (using a parameter) the number
of messages in transit, as CWB-NC requires systems to be
finite-state. The two semantics coincide for specifications
whose number of pending messages (i.e. messages sent but
not received) is always within this bound.

The syntactic and semantic components described above
were integrated to create the TMSC interface within CWB-
NC. TMSC expressions typed in by an user are automati-
cally translated to acceptance trees by CWB-NC using our
transitions routine. The CWB-NC back-end provides us
with a (must-preorder) refinement-checker for these trees,
and also a number of other useful routines like simulation,
temporal-logic model checking etc. for TMSC expressions.

Related Work. Krueger [12] proposes a powerful stream-
based semantics for MSCs, and provides a trigger-like com-
position operator for joining MSCs. However, this operator
is primarily used to specify liveness properties of a system,
whereas our work on conditional scenarios is motivated by
the need to identify when requirements imply constraints
on behavior, and when they do not (although TMSC condi-
tional scenarios may also be used to encode liveness prop-
erties for temporal-logic model checking of TMSC expres-
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sions). [12] also has a guarded MSC concept, whereP : M
is used to mean that the execution of MSCM occurs only
if P is true. Unlike the triggers in a TMSC, however,P is
a state predicate rather than a sequence of events and hence
does not convey information about the system behavior that
makes the predicate true.

TMSCs also have similarities with Live Sequence Charts
(LSCs) [9], which include trigger-like notions of activation
charts and precharts; the main difference between TMSCs
and LSCs lies in how such preconditions are arrived at and
how they are used. LSCs primarily seek to distinguish be-
tween “live” or mandatory behavior, (universal LSCs, or be-
havior which should be visible in each system run), and pro-
visional behavior (existential LSCs, or behavior displayed
in at least one run) in a specification. The idea is that in
the early stages of the design process, one is only able to
describe scenarios that should occur in at least one run of
the system (we may not know which), and the activation
condition of such existential LSCs will be typically weak,
even degenerating to true, since our partial knowledge of the
system may be inadequate for specifying anything stronger.
Later, as the behavior of the system becomes clearer, the
designer can incrementally add liveness annotations, and an
existential view may become a universal one, such that its
activation condition now tells us exactly when that scenario
should occur. Thus, the activation chart evolves with in-
creasing knowledge about the system, and its purpose is
to succintly describe the condition under which the body
of the chart will occur during a system run. However, the
trigger/action requirements of a TMSC are primarily meant
to refine (non-deterministic) base specifications; such sys-
tem specifications often arise in our framework when we
combine the specifications of subsystems. Since subsystem
behavior typically represents a local view, the base specifi-
cation obtained by the composition of such behaviors may
be relatively coarse (or overly permissive) when it comes to
specifyingglobal system requirements. Thus, some of the
global execution sequences produced by the composition of
subsystems may beundesirable. We then use constraints in
the form of TMSC conditional scenarios toweed outsuch
sequences and retain only the desirable ones in the refined
specification.

A second difference with LSCs arises from the fact that
our base specifications may be non-deterministic, and may
bedeterminizedduring refinement. What that means is that
TMSC conditional scenarios are truly “conditional”, they
may not occur in any run of an eventual implementation.
Thus, in contrast to [9] which proposes “healthiness check”
to ensure that the activation condition/prechart of each uni-
versal LSC is actually satisfied in some run of the system
(the fact that a universal LSC is in a specification itself
means that the body of the chart was meant to arise in at
least one run), it is perfectly “healthy” for a TMSC condi-

tional scenario not to arise in any run of an implementation,
simply because it may have been overruled during system
design in favor of some other scenario in the specification.
The WSR system, which was used in [16] as a running ex-
ample to explain the TMSC semantics, illustrates this fea-
ture of TMSC specifications.

Scenario networks [3, 4] use sequential and concurrent
relationships between scenarios to describe allowable sys-
tem behavior. Scenarios in such networks are also labelled
with pre- and post-conditions; but the purpose of such con-
ditions is to determine which scenarios can occur next at
any given point (based on which preconditions evaluate
to true), rather than to offer choices (in the form of non-
determinism) in the system behavior, as may be the case
with TMSCs.

Finally, [17] presents a notation fornegative scenarios
that uses a trigger-like precondition. However, the moti-
vation, as stated in that paper, is primarily “to provide a
language for documenting rejected implied scenarios and
eliciting further implied scenarios,” and unlike our work, is
thus related to determining whether certain system behav-
iors, not present in a scenario specification, may appear in
all possible implementations of the system.

3 Using TMSCs

As pointed out earlier, TMSCs can encode traditional
MSC-based scenarios, and hence they may be used wher-
ever MSCs are applicable; but the real usefulness of TMSCs
arises from their enhancements when compared to MSCs,
namely,conditional scenarios, partial scenariosand there-
finement relation. We see two distinct specification method-
ologies based on TMSCs. The first approach is useful in
modeling distributed systems whose overall behavior is de-
rived by composing subsystems; we begin by specifying
the behavior of these subsystems, and then compose them
in a manner that reflects the structure of the overall sys-
tem. This allows us to easily determine the global exe-
cution traces produced by the unconstrained composition
of the sub-systems; some of these sequences may be un-
desirable (e.g. they may violate a global safety property),
and the initial specification is thenrefinedby eliminating
these sequences using constraints in the form of conditional
scenarios. The WSR system of [16] exemplifies this ap-
proach. The second approach is based on specifying sys-
tem behaviorincrementallyby extending partial scenarios
in a sequence of steps. It is often difficult, if not impos-
sible, to specify the many different aspects of a system’s
behavior all at once; for example, there may be many er-
ror conditions that can arise in addition to the normal op-
eration of the system, or the behavior of the system may
consist of a series ofphases, with a different functionality
in each phase. For such systems, we may begin by speci-
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Figure 2. TMSCs for CTAS

fying the normal behavior of the system (or its first phase),
andpartially specify the different error conditions (or the
subsequent phase). Each of these partial specifications may
then be elaborated (refined) in isolation following the same
approach. Thecompositionalityof our semantics ensures
that when we replace a partial description (occurring within
the global specification) with a refinement, we generate a
refinement of the overall specification. This approach thus
provides us with a robust way of building a large specifica-
tion by focusing on only a part of it at a time.

We now illustrate this second approach using the Center
TRACON Automation System.

Center TRACON Automation System (CTAS)

CTAS [1] is a set of tools designed to help air-traffic con-
trollers manage complex air-traffic flows at large airports.
The central process in the CTAS is the Communications
Manager (CM). Various other processes act as clients and
communicate with the CM through sockets. The communi-
cation begins with the client establishing a socket connec-
tion to the CM, and one aspect of the subsequent interaction
is the notification of weather forecast updates to the client.
For each update, a Weather Cycle is invoked; it begins with

a pre-initialization phase, and proceeds through initializa-
tion, post-initialization, updating and post-updating phases.

The interaction between CM and a genericweather-
aware clientCL will be specified incrementally via TMSCs
in what follows, each step adding more detail to the previ-
ous one through an elaboration and refinement scheme. In
the following description, each actual message and local-
action in the system is followed by the abbreviation we use
in the corresponding scenarios in Fig. 2. Also, for simplic-
ity, we do not model socket communication, but use direct
messages. The TMSCs we use are shown in Fig. 2.

First Stage.CL initiates the communication by sending
a CONNECTION (con) message to CM (M1). On recep-
tion, CM sets the Weather Cycle status and CL’s weather
status to “pre-initializing”, (for simplicity, we model this by
a common local-actionpre-init). It then disablesa man-
ual weather control button so that no manual changes are
made. Next, it sets the Weather Cycle status and the CL’s
weather status to “initializing” (local-actioninit), and sends
a CTAS-GET-NEW-WTHR (getnw) message to CL (M1).
This message contains CL’s initial weather state. On recep-
tion, CL will send back a message indicating what the GET-
STATUS is: we useget-fail for failure andget-succfor suc-
cess. In case of failure, CM sets the Weather Cycle status
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to “done” and sends a CLOSE-CONNECTION (close-con)
message to CM, which effectively terminates the communi-
cation (M2). In case of success, the interaction proceeds to
the next phase. We do not model this now, but indicate it
through the partial scenarioM3. Our initial specification is
thus given by the TMSC expression

S1 = M1; (M2 ∓M3)

Second Stage. We now specify the behavior once
the first stage has successfully completed. CM sets the
Weather Cycle status and CL’S weather status to “post-
initializing” (post-init), and sends a CTAS-USE-NEW-
WEATHER (usenw) to CL (M4). On reception of this mes-
sage, CL responds with a message indicating what the USE-
STATUS is: we represent failure byuse-failand success by
use-succ. As before, in case of failure, the Weather Cy-
cle status is set todone, and communication is terminated
(M5); otherwise, the partial scenario (M6) points to possi-
ble future communication. The behavior at this stage is then
given by

R1 = M4; (M5 ∓M6)

R1 represents an elaboration of the partial scenarioM3, and
it may be shown thatM3 vmust R1. We substituteR1 for
M3 in S1 to obtain

S2 = M1; (M2 ∓R1)

as our new specification. The compositionality of our se-
mantics ensures thatS1 vmust S2.

Third Stage. If CM receives ause-succmessage, then it
indicates the successful completion of the post-initialization
phase. CM responds by setting both the Weather Cy-
cle status and CL’s weather status todone, enables the
manual weather control button, and sends a GROUND-
WIND-SETTING (wind-set) message and a ALTIMETER-
SETTING (alt-set) message to CL, to convey the client’s
initial surface-winds and altimeter readings (M7). The next
phase (“updating”) would start only whenCM receives a
weather update (w-upd) from a weather source (represented
here by the generic component WS). CM would then need
to convey the new weather information to CL; this may be
done by subsequently extending the partial scenario (M8)
as appropriate, following the same approach. We have

R2 = M7;M8

as an elaboration ofM6. We now get

R′
1 = M4; (M5 ∓R2)

as a refinement ofR1, andS3 = M1; (M2 ∓ R′
1), as our

new specification. We would thus get a refinement sequence

S1 vmust S2 vmust S3 . . . as we build the specification in a
stepwise manner, extending the behavior of the system one
phase at a time.

The above example illustrates a number of useful fea-
tures of our approach. Firstly, if we replaceR′

1 within S3

by the the corresponding TMSC expression (in terms ofM4,
M5, M7 andM8), we see that the overall specification in-
creases in complexity with each step. This indicates that
the final specification, once all the phases have been de-
scribed, is going to be quite complex and large, and thus it
would have been difficult to describe the complete system
behavior all at once. This naturally calls for an elaboration
and refinement scheme, which the TMSC framework pro-
vides. Secondly, a stepwise development method like ours
reduces the risk of errors being introduced into the speci-
fication. Moreover, since the different stages in the above
example mirrors the different phases of the system, if we
wish to change the behavior in a particular phase, it is im-
mediately clear which part of the specification needs to be
modified. Finally, a modification of any step only means
a different refinement of the previous step, not an entirely
new specification having no relationship to the original re-
finement sequence. This leads to specifications that are easy
to maintain.

4 Conclusions

In this paper we have argued for a scenario-based lan-
guage that is more flexible than traditional MSCs but has
a sound semantic underpinning. We have then presented
the TMSC formalism as such an alternative for scenario-
based specification. The argument is based on the ability
of TMSCs to capture partial and conditional scenarios, the
simplicity of TMSC syntax, the careful choice of a suite of
operators to build structured specifications, a robust seman-
tic model based on acceptance trees, and a refinement no-
tion that allows a systematic development of specifications.
We have also illustrated a particular specification method-
ology supported naturally by TMSCs using a specification
of part of the Center TRACON system as an example, and
discussed the benefits of this approach.

For future work, we would like to investigate the gen-
eration of state-machine based models for individual in-
stances from scenario-based TMSC specifications, and also
consider how state-based system descriptions that are also
equipped with an acceptance-tree semantics may be inte-
grated with TMSCs into single, heterogeneous, yet mathe-
matically coherent, specifications.
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